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Tap on side of guitar with two hands - shuffle

Guitar 1

Guitar 2

Guitar 3

Guitar 4

G1
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G4
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A Tempo

38

Molto Rit

A Tempo

3
G2 plays rhythm using 2 hands like a conga pattern
The Castle Theme

Mute & scrape down near bridge for fireball sound
Pizz - bubble like
Back up The Pipe
Molto Rit

Gtr.

A. Gtr.
G2 plays rhythm using 2 hands like a conga pattern
Let ring

Let ring

Let ring
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A. Gtr.
Detune E - C

Tap on side of guitar with two hands - shuffle

Intro Theme
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Time for a Swim

Guitar 1, G1
Guitar 1, G1
Guitar 1, G1

Cloud World

Triumphant Victory

V.S.
Guitar 1
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Intro Theme

Detune E - C

Tap on side of guitar with two hands - shuffle
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Triumphant Victory

Guitar 1
G2 plays rhythm using 2 hands like a conga pattern
G2 plays rhythm using 2 hands like a conga pattern

Muted

Guitar 2, G2

\text{Muted}
G2 plays rhythm using 2 hands like a conga pattern
Guitar 2 plays rhythm using 2 hands like a conga pattern

Muted

E  \( \frac{5}{4} = 130 \)
Let ring
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V.S.
Mute & scrape down near bridge for fireball sound
Mute & scrape down near bridge for fireball sound
Guitar 4